Ultimos Noticias
Game 11 December 2009
The action this month is dominated by the Molteni faction. Their first combat was the assault on the strategically vital Nana Mesa, a Government Forces oil town and border location that may prove to be very valuable.
The defenders numbering around 100 men of various classes were in defences that are starting to look meagre. Minor minefields and some wire and a dozen foxholes that don’t seem to be formidable any more. The
attack was carried out in daylight with a large force of commando squads supported by mortars and 105 mm
artillery. A considerable amount of bangalores were supplied to the combat engineers attached to the assault
forces. To add to the firepower light armoured vehicles used their machineguns in support. With this volume of fire the defenders were easily suppressed and the assault was carried out with some efficiency. Within an hour the attackers had made good progress with light losses and were able to subdue the defenders who
suffered heavily.
The second attack reported by the Molteni took place at Itsama, another Government Forces location to the
North. This time it was a probe carried out by a pair of Fiat Armoured cars. Once they had alerted the defenders, they drew some fire from small arms and at least 2 RPGs were fired in their direction before they
could make their withdrawal intact having caused light casualties to the defenders.
Jason’s Bit
A quiet month by CC standards, but if any of you have been thinking about the medium term future, then
consider this. Stocking up of arms is a very good idea. Once the serious fighting starts, the expenditure of
weapons will be high. Missiles and rockets and combat supplies are used heavily. When aircraft start to be
used, their effectiveness will be dictated by the amount of bombs and rockets you have stockpiled.
In all other games of CC I have added units as the game develops, and I intend to do this again in this version. Although there is a pretty good sweep of weapons, there are quite a few that can be added, certainly a
combat river craft and an aircraft capable of air to air combat are future requirements.
I hope everyone had a great Christmas and are ready for an exciting 2010.
Regards Jason.

